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SUMMARY

This deliverable provides an overview of the fourth version of the WSMX implementation prototype for the DIP architecture including detailed installation guidelines and documentation. The prototype itself consists of the WSMX core as well as several additional components. This document is an updated version of the deliverable describing the last prototype ([12]), and additionally contains descriptions of new components and updates to existing component descriptions from the previous version.

WSMX [14] is an execution environment which enables discovery, selection, mediation, invocation and interoperation of Semantic Web Services (SWS). The mission and ultimate goal of the WSMX working group is to define a SWS architecture and build a full-fledged enterprise application based on the conceptual model of WSMO [13]. WSMX is based on the conceptual model provided by WSMO, being at the same time a reference implementation of it. It is the scope of WSMX to provide a test bed for WSMO and to prove its viability as a means of achieving dynamic interoperability between Semantic Web Services. In this document the open source implementation of the system, which is used as a reference implementation of the DIP architecture is reported.

Since July 2004, the code base of WSMX is hosted at SourceForge – the world’s largest repository of open source projects. The WSMX open source implementation can be accessed at http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsmx/, where both current and previous releases, as well as all the code are available.

This deliverable contributes to the Open Source Semantic Web Service Architecture and is relevant to all components developed in DIP. The target audiences of this deliverable are developers and IT experts who are interested to test and evaluate the prototype.

Disclaimer: The DIP Consortium is proprietary. There is no warranty for the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links or other items contained within this material. This document represents the common view of the consortium and does not necessarily reflect the view of the individual partners.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This deliverable provides the documentation for the fourth version of the WSMX implementation prototype for the DIP architecture, representing an implementation of the architecture first specified in [1], revised in [4], [11], [21], [23] and last updated in [23]. The prototype itself consists of the updated WSMX core server as well as a growing collection of additional components. This document is itself an updated version of the deliverable describing the last prototype ([12]), and thus structured in a similar way: Section 2 consists of the Architecture Prototype Fact Sheet, containing all the relevant information concerning the prototype, i.e. updated installation guidelines. Section 3 contains descriptions of the currently available components for the DIP architecture, as well as the links to additional documentation on used APIs. Finally, the conclusion summarises the status of the prototype architecture.

2 ARCHITECTURE PROTOTYPE FACT SHEET

The contact person for the WSMX implementation prototype is Maciej Zaremba (maciej.zaremba@deri.org)

2.1 Description of purpose, scope and functionality

WSMX is an execution environment, which enables discovery, selection, mediation, invocation and interoperation of Semantic Web Services (SWS). The mission and ultimate goal of the working group is to define a SWS architecture and build a fully-fledged enterprise application based on the conceptual model of WSMO. WSMX is based on the conceptual model provided by WSMO, being at the same time a reference implementation of it. It is the scope of WSMX to provide a test bed for WSMO and to prove its viability as a means of achieving dynamic interoperability of Semantic Web Services. The functionalities of WSMX are divided into two main categories: the enterprise system features of the framework and the component functionalities. These basic functionalities have not changed since the first version of the prototype and are described in more detail in [12].

Since July 2004 the code base of WSMX is hosted at SourceForge – the world’s largest repository of open source projects. The WSMX open source implementation can be accessed at http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsmx/, where both current and previous releases, as well as all the code are available.

Additionally the website http://www.wsmx.org/ hosts nightly builds of the WSMX Core and Components from the WSMX CVS, as well as a FAQ and additional documentation and tutorials.

2.2 Available Release and Components

The current release of WSMX (version 0.4) is available in the form of different packages. A description of the packages and the included components and libraries is shown in Table 1:
Table 1: WSMX packages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wsmx_components_bin-0.4</td>
<td>Compiled versions of available WSMX components (packaged as WSMX archives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wsmx_components_src-0.4</td>
<td>Sources for all components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wsmx_core_bin-0.4</td>
<td>Compiled version of core engine and mock-up components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wsmx_core_src-0.4</td>
<td>Sources without third party libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wsmx-integration-api-0.4</td>
<td>Contains the SEE Integration API and corresponding javadoc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The core packages include a number of mock-up components as described in [12]; in addition to the mock-up components the currently implemented components are available with the components package. Table 2 shows the components available from either the WSMX packages or the WSMX CVS. A detailed description of these components can be found in section 3 of this deliverable, as well as in the various component deliverables in work packages 1 to 5.

Table 2: Real WSMX components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adapter Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-time Data Mediator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchestration Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Mediator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choreography Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSML Flight Reasoner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the set of packages hosted at SourceForge, the WSMX website\(^1\) also offers nightly builds of the WSMX core and selected components. A detailed list of all

---

\(^1\) See http://www.wsmx.org
the improvements and changes of the WSMX prototype is available in the current CHANGELOG from the WSMX CVS².

2.3 Installation Guidelines

2.3.1 WSMX Software Prerequisites

The following list specifies the needed third party products and required libraries to use this version of the prototype:

- JDK 5.0 (Download from [http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/download.jsp](http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/download.jsp))
- If QoS discovery is required (optional) then the Apache Derby database must be installed and initialised to support this component’s implementation. The recommended installation is to deploy Derby as a .war archive file to an Apache Tomcat Web server installation. The Derby database can be started by going through the Tomcat manager application. To initialize a QoS database with sample QoS data, follow the instructions at [http://wiki.wsmx.org/index.php?title=QoS_Component_Sample_Data](http://wiki.wsmx.org/index.php?title=QoS_Component_Sample_Data)

Note: An earlier version of this prototype also required an external JavaSpaces implementation. This is no longer a necessity for this version, as a local transport mechanism that acts like a virtual space has been added. This allows WSMX to be run without a tuplespace, as long as all components are deployed on a single instance on a single machine. Refer to the corresponding sections of the previous version of this deliverable [12] if a separate JavaSpaces implementation is preferred or needed (e.g. if WSMX components are going to be distributed over different machines).

2.3.2 WSMX Installation Instructions

The WSMX microkernel may be configured via a properties file that is by convention named config.properties and located in the same directory as the kernel. This file is the kernel configuration and is responsible for several configuration aspects of an instance of the WSMX microkernel, for example the location of the systemcodebase, ports for the Web Console and SSH Console, or information on the used space.

Error! Reference source not found. shows a sample configuration properties file, as supplied with the current version of the prototype:

```properties
#Set ports for the WSMX daemons and the space address
wsmx.spaceaddress=localhost
wsmx.httpport=8080
wsmx.axisport=8050
wsmx.sshport=8090

#The location of the systemcodebase can be set explicitly
#wsmx.systemcodebase=/home/wsmx/systemcodebase

#location of resources
```

² at SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsmx) one can browse the CVS and view the changelog under components/core/CHANGELOG
The following settings are possible in `config.properties`:

- Assignment of ports for http, axis and ssh access.
- Explicit setting of the directory where the WSMX system codebase can be found
- Setting of resource directories from which WSMX will load WSML ontologies, goals and Web services
- Setting to use the QoS discovery as part of overall discovery or not. (Note: if this is used, an Apache database needs to be installed and initialised with QoS data.)
- Various Log4j settings for logging, refer to the log4j documentation for specific information.
- It’s also possible to configure the SSH username and password for the SSH interface.

The `systemcodebase` is a location on the file system where component implementations reside. This location is either discovered by WSMX itself or explicitly defined in the WSMX kernel configuration. Usually this is a directory populated with WSMX archives. A WSMX archive is a `jar` with a `.wsmx` extension and an internal structure defined for WSMX. The class files that make up the components implementations go to `/classes`, the archive’s deployment descriptor (if any) goes to `/META-INF`, libraries go `jarred` to `/lib`. WSMX uses custom classloaders that extract embedded `jars`, resolve load requests to the individual libraries, and provide isolation domains, which allow components to load different version of the same class. WSMX scans the `systemcodebase` at start-up and continues monitoring it to pick up components that are to be hot-deployed (deployed after WSMX has started). Since everything that doesn't have a `.wsmx` extension is ignored by the loading mechanisms, the WSMX executable `jar`, configuration, key and policy files are also found in the `systemcodebase`. 

```
wsmx.resourcemanager.ontologies = "$(resources)/Ontologies"
wsmx.resourcemanager.goals = "$(resources)/Goals"
wsmx.resourcemanager.webservices = "$(resources)/WebServices"

#use the QoS discovery (or not)
wsmx.discovery.qosdiscovery = true
wsmx.discovery.qosdiscovery.createDB = false

#various log4j logging settings
#log4j.appender.C.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
...
```

Listing 1: WSMX kernel configuration in `config.properties`
Components located in the systemcodebase will be individually and automatically scanned for a component configuration.

In the following section a step-by-step instruction for setting up the WSMX server is given:

- Download the WSMX v0.4 binary distribution from SourceForge or get the latest nightly build from [http://www.wsmx.org/downloads.html](http://www.wsmx.org/downloads.html).
- Optional step: Start up a JavaSpaces compliant space implementation such as Outrigger or Blitz. If WSMX does not find a space during boot time it will substitute a virtual space that works as long as components only have local communication requirements.
- The microkernel within the executable wsmx.core can be run from the command line, given that sufficient privileges are granted:

  ```bash
  java -Djava.security.policy=/path/to/policy -jar wsmx.core
  ```

  (A sample policy file (policy.all), which grants the necessary system access is supplied with the release. See the Java documentation on the java.security.policy and this [serverside.com article](http://www.theserverside.com/tt/articles/article.tss?l=dm_javaPolicy) for more details)
- To deploy a developed component, copy the packaged component archive to the systemcodebase. WSMX will discover it automatically and inject it into the running instance.
- WSMX can be monitored or administered either through the GUI-based web console or the TUI-based (TUI = Terminal User Interface) SSH console. Point your browser to [http://localhost:port](http://localhost:port), where port is the port number, which has been defined in the kernel configuration. The default port is 8080, if left undefined or as a fallback for invalid ports. (Note: if port 8080 is already taken e.g. by a Tomcat installation, WSMX will attempt to take port 8081 and so on.) Point the SSH client to localhost and login with root as a user name at the port defined in the configuration. In addition, the WSMX Management plug-in, integrated with the Eclipse-based WSMT⁴, provides a User Interface for managing and interacting with the WSMX environment.
- To shutdown WSMX, use any of its management consoles or press Ctrl-C on the Operating System console (Ctrl-C does not work from within the eclipse console as it is not bound to an Operating System process kill signal in this environment).

2.4 API information

The API for component interfaces (their sources, binaries and documentation) is available for download at: [http://wiki.wsmx.org/index.php?title=WSMX_API](http://wiki.wsmx.org/index.php?title=WSMX_API). All implementations of the DIP architecture, such as WSMX or IRS, conform to the

---


Semantic Execution Environment (SEE) Integration API. Third party component providers should download the newest version of the SEE Integration API, in order for their components to be compatible with the DIP architecture.

Each WSMX component is a set of libraries, configurations and java classes, one of which implements an Interface from the DIP Architecture, all assembled in an archive, as explained in section 2.3.2. It is preferred, for setup simplicity reasons, but not necessary to have a component fully included in the archive. One may choose to develop a component as a web service, and have the wsmx archive act as a stub for example.

Additional APIs used for the architecture prototype include the WSMO4j API$^5$ [2].

2.5 Licence information

WSMX uses the GNU General Public Licence$^6$.

The third party software components and libraries included in the current WSMX release are using diverse licences, as shown in Appendix 2 of [23].

More detailed information about licensing of DIP components is provided in [5].

2.6 How to use the prototype

Following the steps detailed in section 2.3.2, WSMX should be running on a local machine. The WSMX Management Console can then be accessed by pointing a Web browser to \texttt{http://localhost:port}, where port is the port number which has been defined in the kernel configuration (the “\texttt{config.properties}” file) available with the WSMX packages.

The GUI documentation in section 3.1 details the possibilities of managing WSMX with the management console, including details on selecting and manipulating components.

2.6.1 Invoking WSMX through WSMT

- Download WSMT from \texttt{http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsmt}.
- Click on the SEE tab
- Right click the mouse anywhere in the left pane.
- Select New$\rightarrow$WSMX Server
- Fill in the values for Host (e.g. localhost), HTTP Port (e.g. 8081) and Axis Poet (e.g. 8050)
- Click Ok
- WSMT will connect to the specified WSMX server and will locate available Web service, ontology, mediator and goal descriptions.

$^5$ \texttt{http://wsmo4j.sourceforge.net/}

$^6$ \texttt{http://www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-license.php}
- Using the SOAP Message View in the right-hand pane, Goals can be sent the achieveGoal entry point of WSMX. The outgoing and incoming SOAP messages are displayed.
2.6.2 Invoking WSMX as a Web Service

WSMX also exposes its entry points using WSDL via its Axis port (typically 8050 e.g. 
http://localhost:8050/axis/services/WSMXEntryPoints?wsdl)

The WSDL for WSMX can be retrieved from this URL and used to send WSML 
messages to WSMX either programmatically or through a tool such as StrikeIron7.

2.6.3 Examples of WSML Resources

Sample WSML files that can be used with WSMX are available at:

2.7 Roadmap for future plans

The WSMX prototype will be further developed in the course of the FP6 Integrated 
Project - SUPER8, which is investigating Semantic BPEL through the evolution of the 
research results of DIP. Further prototype versions will feature new refinements, and 
add additional components to the existing set developed for WSMX.

3 ARCHITECTURE PROTOTYPE DOCUMENTATION

3.1 Server Administration GUI

The microkernel hosts an HTTP daemon that provides a GUI console for administrative 
tasks. The WSMX Management Console facilitates basic server administration tasks. 
While the GUI has been updated since the last version of the prototype, the basic 
separation of available information in different views are retained. The views show 
general information on the running server instance (the main view, as seen in Figure 1), 
or allow for the administration of the deployed server components (the server view, as 
seen in Figure 2).

As can be seen in Figure 2, the different services, deployed in the WSMX server as 
MBeans, are grouped by their domains. Besides the domain of the actual WSMX

7 http://www.strikeiron.com/
8 http://www.ip-super.org/
components, several other important domains can be seen in the Server view, e.g. Classloaders, Core services and Loggers. Selecting one of these components from the server view opens up the MBean\textsuperscript{9} view of this service, where different service attributes can be manipulated and service methods can be executed.

\textbf{Figure 3: WSMX Management Console – Server View}

3.2 Server Administration TUI

Besides the GUI described above, the microkernel hosts an SSH daemon that provides a Terminal User Interface (TUI) console for administrative tasks. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the TUI, on which the basic commands available can be seen.

\textsuperscript{9} an MBean (managed bean) is a Java object that represents a manageable resource, such as an application, a service, a component, or a device
3.3 WSMX Component descriptions

The following section provides short summaries of scope and functionalities for each of the currently available WSMX components. A number of components (the Run-time Data Mediator, Process Mediator, Adapter Framework, Communication Manager, Resource Manager, Choreography Engine, WSML Flight Reasoner) have had no significant changes since the last version of this deliverable. Their descriptions can be found in [24].

3.3.1 Discovery Engine

Current Version: 0.2

Available at: WSMX CVS at SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsmx/)

The WSMX Discovery Component has the role of matching formalized goals with formalized Web service descriptions, and selecting the Web services that are relevant for the request.

The component is organized as a framework that matches the goal with the available Web service descriptions in two sequential steps. In the first optional step is a non-semantic pre-filtering that reduces the set of Web services. The technique used in this step is keyword-based matching, the filtering parameters being set such as to ensure that no potentially matching Web services are filtered out. The second step corresponds to discovery based on simple descriptions of services (also known as lightweight semantic discovery). The resulting set of matching Web services then returned to the framework. Both keyword and lightweight discovery engines are WSMX standalone components, and can also be used separately. They are, as well as the framework, fully integrated into the WSMX platform and provide the interaction hooks for the necessary components.

The component features quality-of-service (QoS) aspect while performing discovery. The QoS based discovery is described in [25]. The implementation of this feature takes
either keyword or lightweight semantic discovery and filters out those services that do not meet certain QoS characteristics as defined by the Goal.

The component also provides contracting feature as described in [26]. The idea is to allow coexistence of Semantic as well as non-Semantic systems. It uses WSMX as a middleware platform which provides adapters for adapting non-Semantic data e.g. encoded in XML to WSML.

3.3.2 Orchestration Engine

Current Version: 0.3
Available at: WSMX CVS at SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsmx/)

This version of the Orchestration Engine is the continuation of its work as described in [27]. From a conceptual point of view, a service orchestration describes how its functionality is implemented by orchestrating other services functionalities. In WSMO/WSMX a service orchestration interface is implemented as an Ontologized Abstract State Machine (OASM).

This version provided richer supports for achieveGoal entry point. This will allow using achieveGoal directly from the orchestration. In addition, it provides support for data mediation which might be necessary while orchestrating Web services.

The general information on usage of this component is available at [27].

3.3.3 WSML Flight Reasoner

Current Version: 2.0
Available at: cvs.deri.at:/usr/local/cvsroot (module wsml2reasoner)

The WSML-Flight reasoner delivered with D1.9 [9] is a base component within the WSMX architecture, for other components to perform reasoning on ontological descriptions expressed in the Flight-variant of the WSML ontology language. In its previous described in [27], it handles all constructs of this language variant according to the WSML semantics specification in [19] and in [22].

In this version, new improved implementations are plugged in without altering the original architecture. In this version, the component uses the WSML Reasoner API as defined in [9] and allows pluggability features to plug-in KAON and MINS reasoners. KAON\(^{10}\) is essentially an OWL-DL reasoner but has been relaxed to work with WSML-DL reasoner. As a fully functional OWL-DL reasoner was already available, DIP did not restrict itself for using it in order to avoid reinventing a wheel. MINS\(^{11}\) is a reasoner for Datalog programs with negation and function symbols. It supports the Well-Founded Semantics and is based on SILRI interface engine.

The deployment package of the WSML-Flight reasoner is also available in [9].

3.4 Additional documentation

The javadoc documentation for the WSMO API and its reference implementation wsmo4j can be found at http://wsmo4j.sourceforge.net/reference.html

\(^{10}\)http://kaon.semanticweb.org

\(^{11}\)http://tools.deri.org/mins/
In addition the current documentation for the SEE Integration API is included in the relevant download on the WSMX project at SourceForge, while the basis for the Integration API can be found in the DIP deliverable on the component APIs [18], respectively. A detailed description of the current prototype architecture, the diverse entry points and the correlating execution semantics is provided in [11].

4 RELATION TO WSMO4J AND WSMO STUDIO

Figure 5: WSMX Relationship to Other DIP Products

Figure 5 illustrate how WSMX is related to the other software artefacts developed in the course of DIP. WSMX provides a prototype implementation of the architecture based on the define DIP (now SEE) API. WSMOJ provides the Java object model used by all DIP tools while WSMO Studio is an eclipse-based environment that hosts the various tools and provides a WSMO editor and management tool.

5 CONCLUSION

This deliverables provides an overview of the third version of the WSMX implementation prototype for the DIP architecture, including detailed installation guidelines and documentation. Nightly builds of the prototype can be downloaded from http://www.wsmx.org/downloads.html, while the sources are available from SourceForge at http://sourceforge.net/projects/wsmx. For demonstration purposes a local installation following the installation guidelines described in this deliverable might be useful.

A possible use of the current version of the prototype can be seen as part of the e-banking demonstrator in deliverable D4.20 (available on the DIP BSCW server at Deliverables M30 / D4.20).
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